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This groundbreaking series from ALAN MOORE, the award-winning writer of V FOR VENDETTA and BATMAN: THE
KILLING JOKE, presents a world where the mere presence of American superheroes changed history, the U.S. won the
Vietnam War, Nixon is still president, and the Cold War is in full effect. WATCHMEN begins as a murder mystery but
soon unfolds into a planet-altering conspiracy. As the resolution comes to a head, the unlikely group of reunited
heroes—Rorschach, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, Dr. Manhattan and Ozymandias—must test the limits of their convictions and
ask themselves where the true line is between good and evil. WATCHMEN NOIR presents the most celebrated graphic
novel of all time in gritty black-and-white pencils and inks, highlighting illustrator DAVE GIBBONS’ masterful artwork.
Explains how to write and sell plays for television, radio, motion pictures, and the stage and surveys the characteristics
and requirements of each medium
What happens when you find out the whole world is a joke? You become the Comedian. Writer Brian Azzarello teams
with artist J.G. Jones to explore the mad mind of one of WATCHMEN's darkest characters.
This is it! The final showdown between Dr. Manhattan and Superman shakes up the DC Universe to its very core! But
can even the Man of Steel walk out from the shadow of Manhattan?
The dots are in place and the connections are moving at rapid pace. Unfortunately for the Comedian and Moloch, they'll
never keep up with the smartest man alive. Featuring cameo appearances by a certain pirate comic writer and an artist
obsessed with monsters.
The definitive guide to the characters of the DC Multiverse and a vital addition to every comic book fan's bookshelf. Iconic
Super Heroes Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, and The Flash have been transformed in recent years,
along with many other DC characters. This new edition of the most comprehensive A-Z guide to DC's pantheon of Super
Heroes and Super-Villains includes the latest earth-shaking developments in the DC Multiverse, with profiles of more
than 1,200 characters. Created in full collaboration with DC, the encyclopedia features characters and art from every key
crossover event, including Dark Nights: Metal and its sequel Dark Nights: Death Metal. With a foreword by DC legend
Jim Lee, a brand-new cover design, and thrilling comic artwork, the fun and excitement of more than 80 years of comics
history explode off every page. Experience the DC Multiverse like never before with The DC Comics Encyclopedia New
Edition. Copyright ©2021 DC Comics. All DC characters and elements © & TM DC Comics. WB SHIELD: TM & ©
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s21)
As Earth has been taken over by the Dark Multiverse, the Justice League fight to survive! This volume collects stories
expanding the hard-rocking havoc of Dark Nights- Death Metal! In 2017 writer Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo took their
bold and bombastic sensibilities that made their Batman run beloved and widened their focus to the entire DC Universeand the result was Dark Nights- Metal, one of the most popular and consequential DC stories in recent memory. Now, it's
time for the encore- Dark Nights- Death Metal. As the Justice League fight to survive in a hellish landscape twisted
beyond recognition, Snyder and Capullo crank up the volume-and the stories in Dark Nights- Death Metal- The Darkest
Knight expand the rich tapestry of the metal mayhem composed by Snyder and Capullo. As the Dark Multiverse envelops
the Earth, these stories detail how the world has changed, and how it's affected DC's fan-favorite characters. This volume
collects Dark Nights- Death Metal Legends of the Dark Knights #1, Dark Nights- Death Metal Speed Metal #1, Dark
Nights- Death Metal Trinity Crisis #1, Dark Nights- Death Metal Multiverse's End #1, and Dark Nights Death Metal
Guidebook #1.
Born on a distant planet, Kara Zor-L is looking for a fresh start in a place renowned for giving people a second chance:
New Yourk City! But its newest, super-powered protector isn't the only one with big-city dreams ... A terrifying storm turns
Manhattan into a nightmare when it's besieged by fear-inducing robots. In no time, Power Girl's life goes from zero to
crazy, and that's only the first wave of the Ultra-Humanite's insane assault! With the fate of her new home hanging in the
balance, can Power Girl dissuade her brilliant enemy and a trio of party-crashing, alien marauders from taking a bite out
of the Big Apple? The action never stops in the city that doesn't sleep!
Dr. Manhattan has put everything back in the box--or has he? Has he left footprints on the face of time itself, and what awe-inspiring
responsibility has he entrusted to Ozymandias, of all people? This book contains upside-down and sideways pages. To maximize the reading
experience, you may want to lock the orientation on your device.
Fin de partie pour les Minutemen. Après leur dissolution, Hollis Mason se lance dans une dernière enquête dont il ressortira traumatisé, par
Darwyn COOKE. Le Comédien poursuit son périple au Vietnam et sème la terreur parmi ses ennemis mais également ses alliés, par Brian
AZZARELLO et JG JONES ! Par la voix d’Ozymandias, Len WEIN et Jae LEE révèlent les circonstances qui ont conduit à la mise en place
de la loi Keene et l’interdiction des justiciers costumés ! Alors que New York est plongée en plein blackout, Rorschach organise sa guerre
des nerfs contre la pègre et son monstrueux caïd, par Brian AZZARELLO et Lee BERMEJO ! Joe STRACZYNSKI et Adam HUGHES
enquêtent auprès du Dr Manhattan pour réparer le tissu de la réalité ! Et la première partie du récit consacré à la vie et l’oeuvre du criminel
magicien Moloch, par Joe STRACZYNSKI et Eduardo RISSO ! (contient les épisodes US MINUTEMEN #6, COMEDIAN #5, OZYMANDIAS
#5, RORSCHACH #5, Dr MANHATTAN #5, MOLOCH #1).
The fate of the DC Universe is decided in a confrontation between Superman and Dr. Manhattan in this concluding hardcover collecting
Doomsday Clock #7-12! With the Earth teetering on the brink of an international super-war, Black Adam and his followers make their move!
And while our heroes are busy elsewhere, Dr. Manhattan has set his endgame into motion. The Doomsday Clock continues to tick toward
midnight with the fate of the Multiverse hanging in the balance.
The New York Times best-selling prequels to the best-selling graphic novel Watchmen are collected together for the first time and in a special
DC hardcover Omnibus! Takes a look at the world before the critically acclaimed graphic novel Watchmen, by some of comics' top talents,
including Eisner Award-winning authors Brian Azzarello and Darwyn Cooke, multi-award winning authors Len Wein and Michael Straczynski.
With art from Joe Kubert, Amanda Conner, J.G. Jones, Lee Bermejo, Adam Hughes, Jae Lee and John Higgins. Dive deeper into the world of
Watchmen by following the famous characters around in their own solo stories. Witness Rorschach's story to see how one of the most
dangerous vigilantes in the comics world started down his dark path. Find out how the Vietnam War and the Kennedy assassination revolve
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around the Comedian. Take an introspective look at Silk Spectre as she struggles with her overbearing superhero mother and her scattered
path toward taking the mantle of the Silk Spectre. Find all of this and more when you discover what happened before Watchmen in Before
Watchmen Omnibus. Collects Before Watchmen: Comedian #1-6, Before Watchmen: Rorschach #1-4, Before Watchmen: Minutemen #1-6,
Before Watchmen: Silk Spectre #1-4, Before Watchmen: Nite Owl #1-4, Before Watchmen: Dr. Manhattan #1-4, Before Watchmen: Moloch
#1-2, Before Watchmen: Ozymandias #1-6, Before Watchmen: Crimson Corsair #1 and Before Watchmen: Dollar Bill #1.
It’s not the end of the world. It’s the beginning. The controversial, long-awaited prequels to the best-selling graphic novel of all time are
finally here: BEFORE WATCHMEN! For over twenty years, the backstories of the iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons's
landmark graphic novel had been the subject of much debate and theorizing. Now, DC Comics has assembled the greatest creators in the
industry to further explore the world of WATCHMEN. You know the names: Rorschach. The Comedian. Silk Spectre. Nite Owl. The
Minutemen. Ozymandias. Dr. Manhattan. These immortal heroes and villains still resonate as some of the strongest and emotionally stirring
of the comics medium. DC Comics has assembled one of the most impressive rosters of critically and commercially acclaimed talent to
continue their adventures in BEFORE WATCHMEN: Brian Azzarello (100 Bullets), Darwyn Cooke (DC: The New Frontier), Amanda Conner
(Power Girl), John Higgins (Judge Dredd), J. Michael Straczynski (Superman: Earth One), Len Wein (Swamp Thing), Lee Bermejo (Batman:
Noel), Adam Hughes (Wonder Woman), J.G. Jones (Final Crisis), Andy Kubert (Batman), Joe Kubert (Yossel), Jae Lee (Inhumans) and
Eduardo Risso (100 Bullets). These writers and illustrators pick up where the original graphic novel left off, weaving together stories that ring
true to the same tones and feel that have made Watchmen one of Time magazine’s list of top 100 fiction novels. In this sampler, you’ll find
six preview issues of the Before Watchmen event, including SILK SPECTRE #1, MINUTEMEN #1, COMEDIAN #1, RORSCHACH #1, DR.
MANHATTAN #1 and NITE OWL #1. Be sure not to miss this epic event from DC Comics!
The controversial, long-awaited prequels to the best-selling graphic novel of all-time are finally here: BEFORE WATCHMEN! For over twenty
years, the back stories of the now iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbon's landmark graphic novel have remained a mystery,
until now. DC Comics has assembled the greatest creators in the industry to further paint the world of WATCHMEN, with this second volume
starring two of the most polarizing anti-heroes ever, COMEDIAN and RORSCHACH. Eisner Award-winning writer and creator of 100 Bullets
Brian Azzarello brings his gritty, nuanced storytelling to these two recognizable characters. In RORSCHACH, Azzarello again teams with
superstar artist Lee Bermejo (JOKER, LUTHOR, BATMAN/DEATHBLOW) to illustrate how one of most dangerous vigilantes the comic world
has ever seen became even darker. COMEDIAN, featuring art by J.G. Jones (FINAL CRISIS, Wanted), plants the famed war hero within the
context of American history, as we find out how the Vietnam War and the Kennedy assassination revolve around him. Collects BEFORE
WATCHMEN: COMEDIAN 1-6 and BEFORE WATCHMEN: RORSCHACH 1-4.
For untold years Norrin Radd has surfed the galaxy, exploring the darkness between stars, witnessing the rise and fall of vast civilizations.
Now his ride is about to come to an end. It starts with a small spot - a blemish that will spread until he is no more. Until then, the Silver Surfer
would undertake his final voyage - to the one destination that has always eluded him. His journey starts where it began. Guest-starring the
Fantastic Four! Collects Silver Surfer: Requeim (2007) #1-4.
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story in DC history! Presented by master storytellers Geoff Johns
and Gary Frank--As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter its greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But
nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past, present, and future will leave ramifications on our heroes' lives forever.
NOTHING EVER REALLY ENDS... The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in Doomsday Clock, from Geoff Johns and Gary
Frank, the critically acclaimed team behind Shazam!: Origins and Batman: Earth One. Seven years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian
Veidt has been exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to redeem himself in the eyes of the
world. The first step? Finding Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the never-before-seen Mime and Marionette, he follows
Manhattan's trail to the DC Universe, which is on the brink of collapse as international tensions push the "Doomsday Clock" ever closer to
midnight. Is this all Dr. Manhattan's doing? Spinning out of Watchmen, DC Universe: Rebirth, and Batman/The Flash: The Button, Doomsday
Clock rewrites the past, present, and future of the DC Universe and it all starts here! Collects Doomsday Clock #1-12.

As the detective digs deeper into the mystery behind Rorschach and his sidekick, the story becomes about not what they wanted
to do but why they started on their murderous path. As more witnesses emerge, the stranger Laura’s history is revealed to be.
Tough times made her want to kill a presidential candidate, and she did a lot of damage herself when fighting back.
Having survived the craziness of the L.A. Watts riots, The Comedian does the only thing that makes sense to him‰Û_he returns to
fight in the jungles of Vietnam.
As OzymandiasÕ plans for world domination begin to take shape readers will see the seminal events of the 1960s through the
jaundiced eyes of the smartest man in world!
Collects Marvel Premiere #38; material from Marvel Super Action (1976) #1, Marvel Fanfare (1982) #24-26, A Marvel Super
Special #11-13, Epic Illustrated #9, 11-13.
The comics event of 2016, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH heralds a new era in storytelling for DC Comics. Praised by critics and fans
alike, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH is a must-read comic that sets the stage for the future of the DC Universe. Wally West is trapped
out of time and space, lost in the recesses of dimensional bleed due to the Flashpoint caused by his mentor, Barry Allen. Drifting in
this nothingness, only Wally—the man once known as Kid Flash and then the Flash—can see the mystery pervading the universe.
Who has stolen 10 years? Wally must now return to Earth and the loved ones who have always acted as his lightning rod, but no
matter who he contacts, he slips further and further away, closer to nothingness. The fate of the universe depends on Wally
West’s REBIRTH… The story that began one of the most critically acclaimed launches of all time is here in DC UNIVERSE:
REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION. Written by #1 New York Times best-selling author Geoff Johns (JUSTICE LEAGUE) with art from
four of the industry’s greatest talents in Ivan Reis (AQUAMAN), Gary Frank (BATMAN: EARTH ONE), Ethan Van Sciver (GREEN
LANTERN: REBIRTH) and Phil Jimenez (INFINITE CRISIS), this new hardcover edition features a story with ramifications that will
reverberate through the DC Universe for years to come!
Explains the origins of Nite Owl, Dr. Manhattan, and Moloch from the comics series, "Watchmen."
Hunker down in your fallout shelter with Back Issue #112's explosive “Nuclear Issue,” starring the Fury of Firestorm! Also: Dr.
Manhattan, a DAVE GIBBONS Marvel UK Hulk interview, villain histories of Radioactive Man and Microwave Man, Bongo’s
Radioactive Man and Fallout Boy, and the one-shot wonder, Holo-Man! With CARY BATES, PAT BRODERICK, GERRY
CONWAY, STEVE ENGLEHART, RAFAEL KAYANAN, BILL MORRISON, FABIAN NICIEZA, JOHN OSTRANDER, ROY
THOMAS, and more! Featuring a Firestorm cover by Pat Broderick. Edited by MICHAEL EURY.
For Dr. Manhattan, past, present, and future are one and the same. But as he observes the events of his life, do they remain the
same? Or are they changed? The very fact of his existence may have altered the nature of what will or will not be...
Before Watchmen: Nite Owl/Dr. ManhattanDC
Dr. Jon Osterman ist Dr. Manhattan, das blaue, gottgleiche Meta-Wesen aus der Welt von Alan Moores und Dave Gibbons' ComicPage 2/4
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Meilenstein "WATCHMEN". In diesem Band von Babylon-5-Erfinder J. M. Straczynski und Top-Künstler Adam Hughes blickt der omnipotente
Held auf sein Leben zurück. Und erkennt, dass er gar nicht existieren dürfte. Welche Konsequenzen hat grenzenlose Macht? Mensch oder
Gott? "Ein bedeutungsvoller, respektvoller und meisterlicher Beitrag zur WATCHMEN-Saga." -- ign
Soon to be an HBO original series, Watchmen, the groundbreaking series from award-winning author Alan Moore, presents a world where
the mere presence of American superheroes changed history--the U.S. won the Vietnam War, Nixon is still president, and the Cold War is in
full effect. Considered the greatest graphic novel in the history of the medium, the Hugo Award-winning story chronicles the fall from grace of
a group of superheroes plagued by all-too-human failings. Along the way, the concept of the superhero is dissected as an unknown assassin
stalks the erstwhile heroes. This edition of Watchmen, the groundbreaking series from Alan Moore, the award-winning writer of V For
Vendetta and Batman: The Killing Joke, and features art from industry legend Dave Gibbons, with high-quality, recolored pages found in
Watchmen: Abslolute Edtion.
The bestselling graphic novel of all time is back in a new, 12-volume box set collector's edition at DC's Deluxe Edition trim size, just in time for
the series' 30th anniversary! It all begins with the paranoid delusions of a half-insane hero called Rorschach. But is Rorschach really insaneor has he in fact uncovered a plot to murder super-heroes and, even worse, millions of innocent civilians? On the run from the law, Rorschach
reunites with his former teammates in a desperate attempt to save the world and their lives, but what they uncover will shock them to their
very core and change the face of the planet!
The official comic book prequel to the Netflix television series, written by showrunner Kevin Smith and episode writer Tim Sheridan and
featuring art by Mindy Lee (Crimson Lotus). Following a vicious Orlax attack on his father King Randor, He-Man learns the creature is linked
to the origin of the sword of power. To save Randor and put an end to the chaos He-Man embarks on an epic journey that pits him against his
longtime foes Skeletor and Evil-Lyn, and sees Teela take the reins of a powerful legacy. This graphic novel collects the four issue series
Masters of the Universe: Revelations and features covers by Stjepan Sejic and pinups from Mike Mignola, Walt Simonson, Bill Sienkiewicz,
and more! Collects Masters of the Universe: Revelation #1–#4.
After reconciling with the love of his life, Mary Jane Watson, Peter Parker's alter-ego, Spider-Man, must also deal with a new superhuman
threat known as Digger.
DERNIER NUMÉRO EXCEPTIONNEL DE 160 PAGES ! Retrouvez la conclusion des récits qui précèdent l'œuvre phare d'Alan MOORE et
Dave GIBBONS. Le destin tragique de Bill Dollar par Len WEIN et Steve RUDE ! Le retour au pays du Comédien par Brian AZZARELLO et
JG JONES ! La lutte de Rorschach contre la pègre, en plein blackout, par Brian AZZARELLO et Lee BERMEJO ! Les dessous du plan final
d'Ozymandias, par Len WEIN et Jae LEE ! Les derniers jours de Moloch, par Joe STRACZYNSKI et Eduardo RISSO ! Et un dernier regard
sur ce monde parallèle, via le Dr Manhattan, par Joe STRACZYNSKI et Adam HUGHES ! (contient les épisodes US DOLLAR BILL #1,
COMEDIAN #6, OZYMANDIAS #6, RORSCHACH #4, Dr MANHATTAN #4, MOLOCH #2).
It's Betty vs. Veronica! The most highly-anticipated reboot in comics history is here! Betty and Veronica are America's sweethearts - until they
turn on each other! Pops' Chocklit Shoppe is being taken over by a huge coffee company. When Betty and Veronica go head-to-head over
the issue, all bets are off! Friendships will shatter. Cities will burn. Nails will be broken. Betty and Veronica are back in this all-new collection
from comics legend Adam Hughes (Wonder Woman, Catwoman, Before Watchmen: Dr. Manhattan)!

When the original Nite Owl Hollis Mason retires, who will answer the call to take his place? Writer J. Michael Straczynski
and artists Joe and Andy Kubert team to assemble the tale of tech-wizard Dan DreibergÑthe man who would carry the
mantle of one of the world's greatest heroes.
Discover what happened before WATCHMEN as writer J. Michael Straczynski is joined by Andy Kubert and the
legendary Joe Kubert to take flight with the gadget-savvy vigilante known as Nite Owl! And then in BEFORE
WATCHMEN: DR. MANHATTAN, JMS teams with fan-favorite artist Adam Hughes on the all-powerful super-man Dr.
Manhattan. For Dr. Manhattan, past, present, and future are one and the same. But as he observes the events of his life,
do they remain the same? Or are they changed? The very fact of his existence may have altered the nature of what will
or will not be... Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: NITE OWL #1-4 and BEFORE WATCHMEN: DR. MANHATTAN #1-4.
Discover what happened before WATCHMEN. The team of legendary writer Len Wein and acclaimed artist Jae Lee--in
his first DC Comics' work in nearly a decade--delve into the mind of the smartest man in the world: Ozymandias. How
does one go from the son of immigrant parents to becoming the world's smartest man? Adrian Veidt begins his journey,
both spiritual and physical, that will one day make him one of the most pivotal players in the world-changing events of
WATCHMEN. Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: OZYMANDIAS #1-6, "Curse of the Crimson Corsair."
The controversial, long-awaited prequels to the best-selling graphic novel of all-time are finally here: BEFORE
WATCHMEN! For over twenty years, the back stories of the now-iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbon's
landmark graphic novel had been the subject of much debate and theorizing. Now, DC Comics has assembled the
greatest creators in the industry to further paint the world of WATCHMEN, starting with this first volume starring
MINUTEMEN and SILK SPECTRE The critically acclaimed and Eisner Award-winning creator of DC: THE NEW
FRONTIER Darwyn Cooke lends his talents MINUTEMEN. As the predecessor to the Watchmen, the Minutemen were
assembled to fight against a world that have more and more rapidly begun to spin out of control. Can these heroes from
completely different backgrounds and with completely different attitudes on crime come together? Or will they fall apart
before they begin? SILK SPECTRE takes an introspective look at the WATCHMEN feature player's struggles with her
overbearing superhero mother and her scattered path toward taking the mantle of the Silk Spectre. With gorgeous art by
co-writer and illustrator Amanda Conner (POWER GIRL, The Pro), SILK SPECTRE takes a very different perspective at
the world of BEFORE WATCHMEN. Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: MINUTEMEN 1-6 and BEFORE WATCHMEN:
SILK SPECTRE 1-4.
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most shocking story in DC history! Written by master
storytellers Geoff Johns and Gary Frank--As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will encounter
with its greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past, present and
future will leave ramifications on our heroes lives forever. Something is amiss in the DC Universe. Following the events of
DC Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash: The Button, Geoff Johns (Flashpoint, Justice League, DC Universe:
Rebirth) and Gary Frank (Batman: Earth One, Shazam!, DC Universe: Rebirth) reunite to rewrite the past and future of
the DC Universe in a story hailed as a masterpiece! Seven years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been
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exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to save his once-adoring world: find
Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the deadly Mime and Marionette, he arrives in the DC Universe and
finds it on the brink of collapse. International tensions are running rampant with The Supermen Theory implicating the
U.S. government in creating superhumans to maintain global dominance! But what is Dr. Manhattan doing in the DC
Universe? And how is he related to the events of DC Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash: The Button? Collects
Doomsday Clock #1-6
Using the soul-destroying Anti-Life Equation, Darkseid is remaking the heroes, villains and everyday people of Earth in
his dark image...and destroying the very fabric of reality itself in the process. Now superheroes from around the worldand across the Multiverse-must make a last, desperate stand against the forces of Anti-Life. Will Earth endure? And
when the Crisis reaches its climax, who will make the ultimate sacrifice? Collecting Batman #676-683, #701-702, Birds of
Prey #118, DC Universe #0, DC Universe- The Last Will and Testament #1, Final Crisis #1-7, Final Crisis- Legion of 3
Worlds #1-5, Final Crisis- Requiem #1, Final Crisis- Resist #1, Final Crisis- Revelations #1-5, Final Crisis- Rogues'
Revenge #1-3, Final Crisis- Secret Files #1, Final Crisis- Submit #1, Final Crisis- Superman Beyond #1-2, Flash
#240-241, Justice League of America #21, Superman/Batman #76, Teen Titans #59-60 and Terror Titans #1-6.
The Watchmen Companion collects for the first time long-out-of-print, rarely seen material based on the landmark comic
book series! The Watchmen Companion includes the Watchmen: Watching the Watchmen and Watchmen: Taking out
the Trash game modules, along with the Watchmen Sourcebook, released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing
game-sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons created especially for the game, and
expanding on the mythos of the Watchmen series. This volume also collects pages from Who's Who in The DC Universe
featuring the Watchmen and Minutemen characters, The Question #17 (guest-starring Rorschach!) and a page from the
rare, promotional DC Spotlight #1 from 1985 that marked the very first appearance of the Watchmen cast in print!
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